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ABSTRACT

Within this scientific paper, a brief analysis of furniture design is made, with a concrete analysis of the
ancient Greek Klismos chair. About the famous Klismos chair, there are papers and analyses that
claim the comfort and daily use of the chair at that time by all people without division.
A brief description of the beginnings of the modern era is also made, including how it influenced
today's architecture and design. By presenting the first modern chairs as unique and free from the
former styles, in symbiosis with the Klismos chair, a new concept design for today's everyday chair is
obtained. The Triga chair is minimal and functional, which follows today's trend through shape,
material, and color. It is designed to be used for everyday activities and as a dining chair.
The research methods used in this paper are the qualitative method, the real and productive analysis,
the generalization method, the simulation method, and finally the application method.
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